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One can easily see the no. of classes and session
along with the topics to be covered in the
session with timings of the session 

Create a Learning path for the learner and Once
the student completes the defined credits for a
semester as per the college or the university they
can be automatically promoted to next semester

Each session records attendence of the learner
and also notifies if someone has not attended the
same

Its important that your LMS should be able to
deliver blended training with online conferencing
tools.

Easy Intergration
with Zoom, GMeet
etc

Time Table and
Calendar

Attendence and
notification

Learning Path and Automatic
Semester Promotion

HIGHER EDUCATION LMS

info@greenfieldsolution.comwww.thegreenlms.com

Green Education LMS (K20) helps Colleges and Universities to deliver education in an
organised and engaging way. It gives your learner an enhanced gamified learning
experience., which in return provides you with satisfied clients. Its provides you with your
brand enhancement.



Differencial
Learning
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Reports and
Analytics

Easily track and analyse the reports of your
learner and give improvisations
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Quizzes and
Assignments

Create Gamified Quizzes and Interesting
assignments using our creative authoring tools

Socialising and
Social Wall

Easy to create groups and Teams and coordinate,
learners can privately chat among the students
and with the teacher. Organisation shall have its
own Socaial wall similar to facebook.

Learning is a holistic process and each student is
unique in their own abilities, feature of
differential learning from Green LMS makes it
possible to provide online holistic development of
the learner.



GREEN LMS is available in following options you can select the one
which fulfills your requirement.
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Green LMS is highly customizable, can be easily
integrated with any ERP or Businesses &
Enterprises software with Single Sign On

Want to know more
Get in Touch with Us

Standard Elite Premium


